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WELCOME to our season of 
weekly public open evenings 

which will run through to the end 
of March. Each night starts promptly 
with a short talk at 7.15pm in the 
lecture theatre: tonight Sonali Shukla 
will be giving her talk How do we 
really know the age of the universe?

The talk is followed by an oppor-
tunity to observe if (and only if…) 
the weather is clear. The Cambridge 
Astronomical Association will pro-
vide a floorshow outdoors on the 
Observatory lawns, relaying live im-
ages from modern telescopes with 
a commentary. The IoA’s historical 
Northumberland and Thorrowgood 
telescopes will be open for unaided 
eye observations, along with the 
16-inch telescope. If we’re unlucky 
and it’s cloudy, we’ll offer you a cup 
of tea as compensation after the talk, 
with some more astro-information 
in the lecture theatre for those who 
want to stay on.

TONIGHT’S SPEAKER

Sonali Shukla
How do we really know the age 
of the universe?
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If you have any questions, suggestions or 
comments about the IoA Open Evenings 
– please contact Carolin Crawford at 
csc@ast.cam.ac.uk. We tweet current astro-
news and events as IOACOA.

www.ast.cam.ac.uk/public

ASTRONOMERS, including Amaury 
Triaud of the IoA, have found a system 
of multiple Earth-sized planets just 
40 light-years away. Using ground and 
space telescopes, the planets were de-
tected as they passed in front of their 
parent star, an ultracool dwarf star.

There are at least seven small 
planets orbiting the cool red dwarf star 
TRAPPIST-1. All the planets, labelled 
TRAPPIST-1b, c, d, e, f, g and h in 
order of increasing distance from their 
parent star, have sizes similar to Earth. 
But how do we know that?

Dips in the star’s light output 
caused by each of the seven planets 
passing in front of it— events known 
as transits — allowed the astronomers 
to infer information about their sizes, 
compositions and orbits. They found 
that at least the inner six planets are 
comparable in both size and tempera-
ture to the Earth.

With just 8% the mass of the Sun, 
the host star TRAPPIST-1 is very 
small— only marginally bigger than 
the planet Jupiter. Therefore it appears 
very dim, despite its relative proxim-
ity to Earth. Astronomers have long 
suspected that such dwarf stars might 
host many Earthlike planets in tight 
orbits, making them promising targets 
in the hunt for extraterrestrial life, but 
TRAPPIST-1 is the first such system to 
be actually found.

The energy output from dwarf stars 
like TRAPPIST-1 is much weaker than 
that of our Sun. Planets would need 
to be in far closer orbits than we see 
in the Solar System if they are to be 
warm enough to have surface water. 
Fortunately, it seems that this kind of 
compact configuration is just what 
we see around TRAPPIST-1: all seven 
planets discovered in the system could 

potentially have liquid water on their 
surfaces, though their orbital distances 
make some of them more likely candi-
dates than others.

Climate models suggest the inner-
most planets (TRAPPIST-1b, c and d) 
are probably too hot to support liquid 
water. The orbital distance of the sys-
tem’s outermost planet, TRAPPIST-1h, 
is unconfirmed, though it is likely to be 
too distant and cold to harbour liquid 
water. TRAPPIST-1e, f, and g, however, 
orbit in the star’s habitable zone and 
could harbour oceans of surface water, 
increasing the possibility that the star 
system could play host to life.

Because TRAPPIST-1 has both the 
largest number of Earth-sized planets 
yet found, and the largest number of 
worlds that could support liquid water 
on their surfaces, means that this 
planetary system is a very important 
target for future study.

Hear Amaury talking about this 
exciting discovery either at the open 
evening on 22nd March, or at our 
Open Afternoon on the 25th March.

Ultracool Dwarf 
and the Seven 
Planets

The talk schedule for this term
 can be view

ed at:   w
w
w
.ast.cam

.ac.uk/public/public_observing/current

Instead of photorealistic renderings of the 
TRAPPIST-1 planets, artistic interpretations 
like this one are intended as a reminder that 
we can really guess at their true appearance. 
Credit: IoA/Amanda Smith
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Copernicus’ parents might deserve some of the 
credit for his great discovery. Apparently at the 
age of twelve they said to him: “Copernicus, 
young man, when are you going to realize that 
the world does NOT revolve around you.”

Scott’s joke of the week

Mapping the family tree of stars

A representation of the 
evolutionary tree of nearby 

stars, using 17 different 
chemical elements as 

the stellar DNA. Credit: 
Amanda Smith

ASTRONOMERS are borrowing princi-
ples applied in biology and archaeology 
to build a ‘family tree’ of the stars in the 
galaxy. By studying chemical signatures 
found in the stars, they are piecing to-
gether these evolutionary trees looking 
at how the stars formed and how they 
are connected to each other.

In evolution, organisms are linked 
together by a pattern of descent with 
modification as they evolve. Stars are 
very different from living organisms, 
but they still have a history of shared 
descent as they are formed from gas 
clouds, and carry that original history 
in their chemical structure. Two stars 
with the same chemical composition 
are likely to have been born in the same 
molecular cloud. Some have lives com-
parable to the age of the Universe and 
are thus still around to serve as fossil 

THE X-ray space observatory 
XMM-Newton has found a pulsar – the 
spinning remains of a once-massive 
star – that is a thousand times brighter 
than previously thought possible.

Pulsars were once massive stars that 
exploded as a powerful supernova at 
the end of their life, before becoming 
small and extraordinarily dense stellar 
corpses. They are spinning, magnet-
ised neutron stars that sweep regular 
pulses of radiation in two symmetrical, 
opposite beams. If suitably aligned with 
Earth these beams are like a lighthouse 
beacon appearing to flash on and off as 
it rotates.

Scientists have now detected a 
pulsar that is the most distant of 
its kind ever observed, with its light 
having travelled 50 million light-years 
before its detection. XMM-Newton 
has observed the pulsar several times 
in the last 13 years and the data show 
that it is the most luminous of its type 
detected to date. It is 10 times brighter 
than the previous record holder — in 
one second it emits the same amount 
of energy released by our Sun in 3.5 
years.

The repeated observations show 
that the pulsar’s spin rate is quickening 
with time, from 1.43 seconds in 2003 
to 1.13s in 2014. This suggests that the 
pulsar could be rapidly consuming 
mass from a companion.

The object’s extreme brightness is 
also puzzling: it is 1,000 times more 
luminous than the maximum thought 
possible for an accreting neutron star.  
So overall, a truly record-breaking 
object!

records of the composition of the gas at 
the time they were formed. By applying 
the same phylogenetic methods that 
biologists use to trace descent in plants 
and animals it is possible to explore the 
‘evolution’ of stars in the Galaxy.

The team – including Paula Jofre 
of the IoA – studied twenty-two stars 
including the Sun, carefully measuring 
their chemical elements. Once the fam-
ilies were identified using the chemical 
DNA, their evolution was studied with 
the help of their ages and kinematical 
properties. This is just the start of the 
research; with an increasing number 
of datasets being made available from 
both space and ground-based tele-
scopes, we are moving closer to being 
able to assemble one tree that would 
connect all the stars in the Milky Way.

CAMBRIDGE SCIENCE FESTIVAL
Cambridge Science Festival is coming your way. Note that the IoA and CAA 

will be hosting an extra Public Observing Evening on Saturday 18th March, 
6.30-8pm – but only if the weather is clear.

The IoA will also have our Annual Open Afternoon on Saturday 25th March, 
2-6pm, everyone welcome to come along for talks, demonstrations, displays, 
arts workshops, all about Astronomy and the research we do.

ON THE BBC
Tomorrow (2nd March) at 9am, BBC Radio 4’s In our Time will be discussing 

the outer regions of the Solar System in a programme all about the Kuiper Belt. 
And at 9pm, BBC Four will be screening the first episode of Sound Waves: The 
Symphony of Physics, which will feature some of the work of IoA researchers 
about the Perseus cluster of galaxies.

Dates for your diary

The brightest, 
furthest pulsar in 
the universe


